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GIOSEPPO DRAWS 
INSPIRATION FROM AFRICA 
FOR ITS SPRING/SUMMER 
2020 COLLECTION.
An original, avant-garde collection 
ideal for women’s daily wear.

As a direct influence of sustainability, timeless neutral 
tones such as white, beige, nude or earth hues set the 
base, combined with pastels and bright colour accents 
typical of the digital world.

Animal print, one of the Spanish footwear brand’s 
hallmarks, is once again an undisputed star of its 
collection. Wild and exotic prints such as zebra, leopard, 
snakeskin or crocodile, alone or combined, in neutral 
shades and pastels. Sports shoes and sandals add an 
ethnic touch to a line that teams up snakeskin print in 
vibrant hues with rustic textures. Sneakers also feature 
neutral meshes and striking coloured hiker-style laces; 
sandals come with ties and bows.

Plaits in smooth leather and natural raffia or jute are a 
stand-out detail on sandals, and sports shoes also feature 
neon touches for a rebel and young-style look.

Crystal mesh details evoke the digital universe on sandals 
in clear colours, pink, black, metallic finish or snakeskin 
print; and on sports shoes in smoked or multicoloured 
tones combined with animal print and neon touches.

The Basics line comprises models for daily wear, such 
as cross-over, multi and tubular strap sandals made of 
beautifully soft materials for enhanced comfort. The 
colour palette includes white, black and nude with yellow, 
coral and blue touches.



Mod.  VINA 
59847 |  s i lver

Mod.  NUNDA
59848 |  turquoise

Mod.  OSSIAN
59811  |  mustard



Mod.  CRESWELL 
58586 |  mult ico lor

Mod.  VANCE 
59849 |  black

Mod.  HARFORD 
58500 |  pink  go ld



Mod.PARISH 
58575 |  black

Mod.  KEENE 
59816 |  coral



Mod.  MINETTO 
58429 |  black

Mod.  MESIC 
59818 |  gold



Mod. 
VIRGIL 
59815 
mustard

Mod. 
LANTANA
58570 
mult ico lor

Mod. 
ITHACA
58439
zebra



Mod.  STOVALL 
58363 |  leopard

Mod.  PETREY 
59828 |  black

Mod.  RUSSI 
58517 |  blue

Mod.  ISLIP 
59842 |  leopard

Mod.  MARSTON 
58480 |  taupe



Mod.  PARMELE
58648 |  mult ico lor

Mod.  VICCHIO
587 36 |  white



Mod.  INDORE 
58643 |  zebra

Mod.  SOHAM 
58685 |  grey

Mod.  RENDEUX 
58665 |  leopard



Mod.  ANZAC 
58627 |  white

Mod.  CREAZZO
58621  |  mult ico lor

Mod.  OREYE 
58670 |  leopard

Mod.  STUDLEY
58749 |  beige

Mod.  HERNE
58748 |  black




